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Executive Summary



This quarter of the project has been highlighted by intensive trialling of many different controllers based on on-line identification and quadratic optimal control. The primary loop considered was chute level/turbine speed on mill A2. The trials proved that significant improvement was achievable by this technique as quantified by histograms of chute level and controller action (turbine speed). Subsequent trials were begun on a two input two output controller for mill A2 and also initial trials of a chute level/turbine speed loop on mill A3. These were inconclusive because of insufficient time to resolve hardware and system software issues in addition to performing controller design. The conclusion of this part of the project is that we have established the feasibility of achieving good control through the use of modern control software tools and algorithms. To realise the benefits of these controllers, it also appears necessary for CSR to devote some considerable time to hardware and software system analysis as well as to develop modern control systems expertise within CSR Sugar Ltd.
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Introduction



During the 3rd quarter, this project has built on the data acquisition facilities developed during quarter 1 and the plant knowledge acquired during quarter 2 to provide working examples of modern controllers for the Victoria Mill A2 milling unit. As this work has involved experimentation with the plant during the difficult period at the end of the crushing season, it has been cautious in nature. In part, this has been the result of the temporary and somewhat fragile nature of the multicomputer hardware platform used to implement these working examples. All work has used algorithms that can be comfortably implemented on a Network-90 (N90) computer control system with a personal computer (such as an 80386/80387 -class system) used for algorithm design. Such an implementation would be more robust than the system that we have used although the software engineers responsible for the current arrangement are to be congratulated on introducing enough flexibility into the existing systems, originally set up more for monitoring than control, to accommodate our varying requirements. Trials were conducted during October and November 1989 and while normal crushing was in progress. While the possible scope of applying modern control to the milling plant can range from the simplest single loop to a complete milling train, this work has chosen as its basic unit the single mill with input bagasse chute. Here, this unit is viewed as a 2 1



input/2 output (2i2o) system subject to disturbances (see [4], Chapter 6) where: plant inputs under control are chute flap and turbine speed; measurements representing plant outputs are chute level and turbine torque; and disturbances to the plant include effects such as the time-varying fibre rate and fibre characteristics, and also maceration levels, etc. It is noted that: the chute-mounted conductivity sensors give a noisy estimate of chute level due to the somewhat erratic movement of the bagasse and the changing nature of its composition; and that the turbine torque is inferred from turbine speed and pressure data. The design of models and controllers has occurred in two stages during quarter 3 influenced in a practical sense by the form of the existing controllers. At present, the 2i2o plant is controlled by two separate loops i.e. a turbine torque - chute flap loop and a chute level - turbine speed loop. As excessive turbine torque can place at risk expensive mechanical components of the mill unit, stage 1 of this work has developed a 2i1o replacement of the 1i1o chute level - turbine speed loop. This arrangement preserves the existing turbine torque - chute flap loop which can guard against damage although it does permit the otherwise unnecessary possibility of stability problems due to the interaction of these two loops which are now explicitly interconnected. This new 2i1o controller asserting turbine speed was run in parallel with the existing PID 1i1o controller asserting chute flap. Once confidence in these methods was established, a second stage looked at a complete 2i2o controller. Identification of multi-output/multi-input plants is not a straightforward problem but a non-restrictive concession to controller structure allows existing matlab identification tools to be used. An important aspect of the field trials has been to develop performance specifications. The initial set of mill performance criteria was developed by consultation with CSR engineers in July 1989, with chute level being identified as a critical variable. Subsequent trials with the 2i2o algorithms have prompted careful reassessment of just what is desirable mill operation. This is discussed in some detail later when describing the operation of a 2i2o controller.
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Approach



Mathematical analysis leading to potential controller algorithms has been performed in two stages during this quarter: stage 1 has been directed at obtaining a dynamical plant
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description; and stage 2 has proceeded to derive a controller based on this plant model. It has also been considered desirable to use model and controller design criteria which were relatively robust from a theoretical viewpoint and yet practical enough for factory use. While many other modern control approaches are also possible, this work chooses to use linear quadratic regulator (LQR) designs since these are relatively well developed in the literature and can be derived from plant models formulated in terms of input/output data. As described in section 5, a further advantage is that the quadratic cost function is easily interpreted in terms of a minimum variance of actual instrumented plant variables e.g. shaft speeds. This is important when existing factory staff are to make sensible selection of controller design criteria based on their understanding of the plant operation. As mentioned earlier, the basic unit analysed here is the mill with chute subject to disturbances. These disturbances and the measurement noise are assumed (in the design only) to be Gaussian in nature, so that the design here may be termed Linear Quadratic Regulator with Gaussian noise (LQG). While the LQG controllers are derived in state space form, these designs have been recast into plant output/input form in empathy with the input/output form of model identification used. Wherever possible, existing software tools available in matlab have been used in both model identification and controller design as it is believed that the main thrust of this work is specifically applications oriented as opposed to general design tool development. However, the excellent environment of matlab has allowed software design tools to be written easily when necessary. This permits top level design and the extension to more complex designs at a later stage.
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Model Development



The phenomenological model developed in quarter 2 has proven useful as a learning tool since its derivation depended on the understanding of the plant possessed by operators and other relevant personnel, and also because it gave an initial idea of plant model orders and transport delays. Previous studies reviewed were concerned primarily with the static analysis of milling (see [1, 2]), usually with emphasis on design considerations such as average throughput. However, control is concerned with the dynamics of the plant so this earlier work holds little immediate relevance here. There exist many algorithms for identifying plant behaviour from input and output
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data (the data available in this work) with a number of packages providing access to (some of) these. For this project, the package chosen is matlab including its system identification and controller design toolboxes. Two factors contributing to this choice were that the package was familiar to the ANU engineers and that its identification routines covered all the common structures such as ARMAX, ARX, etc. Further, these approaches are well documented in many books. It is known that accurate choice of model structure (and order) is very important for successful model identification. From the phenomenological model, some idea of the plant dynamics was available but the simplifying assumptions necessary for the derivation of this model cast some doubt on the specific structure revealed by it. Its most useful function was to encourage clear thinking regarding the causal links within the plant operation. While admitting that model identification can be more difficult when performed subject to a rigid structure, in this work the initial parametric structure chosen was ARMAX. The mathematical description of the model is now introduced. Suppose one postulated that a weighted summation of current chute level and a number of its previous values were related to a weighted summation of turbine speed. At time instant k, this hypothetical system could be written clk + a1 clk−1 + . . . + am−1 clk−(m−1) = b1 tsk−1 + . . . + bn tsk−n



(1)



where it can be seen that m terms involving chute level cl are equated to n terms involving turbine speed ts, and where the sequences {ai , bi } provide suitable weighting. This linear regression involving the time histories of the variables {cl, ts} has m − 1 + n coefficients to be determined, and would provide one way1 to predict current chute level clk given m − 1 previous chute level readings and n previous turbine speed readings. Now suppose there was present in the system transport and other delays so that instead of relating chute level and a weighted part of its history to the turbine speed’s immediate history, it was more accurate to use some delayed samples of turbine speed. This new replacement hypothesis for (1) would be written clk + a1 clk−1 + . . . + am−1 clk−(m−1) = b1 tsk−d−1 + . . . + bn tsk−d−n



(2)



where the parameter d represents the delay associated with turbine speed. At this stage, it is appropriate to introduce the idea of time shift polynomials which will simplify 1



Probably not the best possible.
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equations such as (2). Define the polynomials {A(q −1 ), B(q −1 )} in terms of the delay operator q −1 with coefficients {a1 . . . am−1 , b1 . . . bn } respectively. Equation 2 may then be rewritten in the polynomial form cl(t) =



B(q −1 ) ts(t − d) A(q −1 )



(3)



which is the standard way of representing an ARMA process, so named in order to indicate that the current value of chute level cl(t) is equal to a moving B(q −1 ) -weighted sum of the turbine speed time samples plus an autoregressive A(q −1 ) -weighted component of previous chute level samples. We may now give the initial model structure used in this work as A(q −1 )A2cl(t) =



B2 (q −1 ) C(q −1 ) B1 (q −1 ) nk (t nk A2ts(t − A2cf − e(t) ) + ) + 1 2 F1 (q −1 ) F2 (q −1 ) D(q −1 )



(4)



where {A, B1 , B2 , F1 , F2 , C, D} are time shift polynomials, A2cl(t) is A side mill 2 chute level, A2ts(t) is A side mill 2 turbine speed, A2cf (t) is A side mill 2 chute flap, and where e(t) represents disturbances. By choosing zero order denominator polynomials {ord(Fi ) = 0; i = 1, 2}, one is postulating that a A(q −1 ) -weighted autoregressive (AR) function of the mill’s input chute level A2cl(t) is equal to the sum of a B1 (q −1 ) -weighted moving average (MA) of the mill’s turbine speed A2ts(t − nk1 ) and a B2 (q −1 ) -weighted moving average (MA) of the mill’s chute flap A2cf (t − nk2 ), plus an ARMA function of the disturbance e(z) which in this case includes the modelling of the bagasse entry rate into the chute. An equation similar to (4) may be written for turbine torque A2tt. Note that the choice of {ord(Fi ) = 0; i = 1, 2} was justified on the basis of considering causality of plant signal flows and also on the desire to keep the plant model order no more complex than absolutely necessary (the principle of parsimony) 2 . Further note that it is unlikely that this ARMAX structure is exactly suitable but our mathematicallyexpressed physical knowledge of this plant is severely limited and, in its favour, this structure is very amenable to matlab identification tools and does not contradict any known plant behaviour. The transport delays {nk1 , nk2 } were estimated in two stages. A very good initial estimate can usually be found by visually inspecting the passage of bagasse through the mill and employing a stop watch. The next stage involves fitting models with order higher than expected and with transport delay smaller than expected. The earliest 2



It is always possible to increase plant model order later if deemed necessary.
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‘significant’ coefficients found in the polynomials {B1 (z), B2 (z)} can be interpreted as the corresponding variable’s transport delay and the order may then be contracted until only coefficients exhibiting higher reliability are present (the matlab identification routines present an estimate of coefficient reliability through its stability). The model outlined in (4) is referenced with respect to absolute variable values. However, the plant will normally be operated around some nominal point and so it is preferable to obtain maximum model accuracy in the region of plant (and model) operation3 because linear regression is only valid about nominal values. For this reason, the model used in this work is obtained in terms of the deviation with respect to the nominal (usually average) value and (4) becomes ˜ ˜ ˜ (z − nk2 ) + C(z) e(z) A(z)A2cl(z) = B1 (z)A2ts(z − nk1 ) + B2 (z)A2cf D(z)



(5)
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where x˜ = x−¯ x and x¯ represents the mean of x. Observe that polynomials {F1 (z), F2 (z)} have been deleted from (5) in accordance with their order set to 0. Thus, the first 2i1o model was formulated using (5) and, from various data sets, model parameters were obtained. Since all model fitting was performed on a plant operating under its existing closed loop control, it was impossible to avoid colouration effects in the signals available for model fitting due to feedback from the existing controllers. Listed are a number of factors that have alleviated what might have proved to be a major problem. 1. The existing PID loops are quite slow-acting because of the 10 second MA blocks on input signals such as that from the chute level sensor. This filtering is necessary because of the noisy nature of the sensor signals received. Hence, substantial colouration may only occur at time delays greater than the important time intervals of interest. 2. matlab includes at least one identification routine 4 which has been designed to be less sensitive to colouration effects when determining optimisation gradients and, in this work, this routine (PEM) has been used. 3



See also [7] 10.1 Offset Levels, although beware that the detrend function may be unreliable and is replaced here by subtraction of the mean. 4 [7] 6.1 describes the identification routines which were available.
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Controller Development



The LQG controllers used in this work attempt to minimise a penalty function consisting of a component weighting control output deviations and a component weighting the control energy required. The internal mechanisms of this controller require sophisticated modern theory but the interface to the user revolves around the specification of 2 variables Qc and Rc in the quadratic cost function min{J} =



t1 X



(˜ yi0 Qc y˜ + u˜i0 Rc u˜)



(6)



i=t0



where y˜i represents the deviation at time i of output y from its nominal value, and where ui represents the plant input asserted at time i. Variable Rc determines the relative penalty assigned to control action and Qc indicates the relative penalty assigned to output measurement variations. For example, suppose one desired to minimise the deviations of a shaft speed ω from some nominal value ω ¯ . Then one possible cost function would be min{J} =



t1 X



i=t0



(ωi − ω ¯ )0 Qc (ωi − ω ¯) =



t1 X



˜i ˜ i0 Qc ω ω



(7)



i=t0



where we allow ourselves some abuse of notation as Qc would be scalar in this simple example. Observe that there is a convenient correspondence between, for the model, linearising in terms of small deviations around some nominal values in order to enhance model accuracy and, for the controller, the desire to penalise variable deviations from some set of nominal values. However, this interdependence of the model and controller does admit the possibility of error. Should the controller be unable to suppress adequately the plant disturbances, then the presence of signal deviations far from the model’s nominal values can reduce the model accuracy and subsequent controller performance may also be adversely affected. The important point to note regarding the prescription of cost functions like (7) and the relative penalty weights Q and R is that, together, they allow controller design at a level concerned with specification of outcome. By using tools such as those supplied in matlab, one is able to perform advanced controller design aimed at obtaining a particular plant response rather than the previous low level tasks such as searching for stable controllers. These designs are now presented in terms of the identified plant model. Using a state space description, the plant model may be written xk+1 = F xk + Guk + w 7



(8)



yk+1 = Hxk + v



(9)



where u is the plant input, x is the plant state, and y is the plant observations. Variable w represents state noise and variable v represents observation noise - both of which are assumed here to be Gaussian. The state transition matrix F , the input (or input-tostate) matrix G, and the output (or state-to-output) matrix H must be known before LQG design techniques may be applied. Returning to (6), the cost function may be minimised (see [5], Chapter 10) by applying state feedback and the required control input is u∗k = −Kxk (10) where the gain K is obtained by solving (using matlab) a Ricatti equation. In this work, we shall deal with the steady state system i.e. ‘infinite horizon’ control when t1 →∞. It is



also possible to re-evaluate the gain K at each iteration based on a measure of optimality calculated over the finite time interval t0 . . . t1 but such control is computationally more expensive. Thus, K in (10) may be obtained by solving a ‘steady state’ Ricatti equation once. The implementation of (8–10) requires knowledge of the system state x which, as in many systems, is not directly measurable. In this work, we use an Observer to generate an estimate of the system state based on knowledge of the inputs and outputs of the system. That is, the inputs and outputs of the plant are fed into an algorithm which seeks to estimate the state of the system. This state estimate will then be used in (10) to obtain u. Assuming measurement noise of a Gaussian nature, one may derive a Kalman Filter (see [4], Chapter 9) of the form xk + Guk + Lyk xˆk+1 = (F − LH)ˆ



(11)



where xˆ denotes the estimate of the system state x, {F, G, H} are system matrices, {u, y} are input/output signals as defined in (8–9), and the observer gain L is obtained by solving the steady state Ricatti equation for the dual system (see [4], Chapter 11). Manipulation of (8–10) allows (11) to be written as the output-to-input recursion uk = −K(zI − (F − GK − LH))−1 Lyk



(12)



subject to the ‘certainty equivalence’ assumption which states that x may be substituted for by xˆ. The regulator gain K and observer gain L are given in terms of cost matrices {Qc , Rc , Qo , Ro } by (13) K = −Rc−1 G0 Pc 8



subject to the (steady state) solution for Pc in the Ricatti equation F 0 Pc + Pc F − Pc GRc−1 G0 Pc + H 0 Qc H = 0



(14)



L = −Po H 0 Ro−1



(15)



and



subject to the (steady state) solution for Po in the Ricatti equation F Po + Po F 0 − Po H 0 Rc−1 HPo + GQc G0 = 0



(16)



The observer design weights {Qo , Ro } allow one to incorporate estimates of signal to noise ratio in the adaptation rate of the Kalman Filter estimating system state. Variable Qo controls the speed of adaptation of estimates depending on output measurements, while weight Ro performs a similar role on input measurements. These variables are chosen (in a relative way initially) to reflect the reliability of information in the respective measurements. On page 274 of [4], figure 11.5 gives a clear representation of the separation of the plant, its estimator, and the state feedback (variables L and K in the preceding analysis are consistent with those shown in [4], figure 11.5). In this work, the output-to-input recursion (12) mapping yk →uk generates a family of controllers selected according to the cost weighting matrices {Qc , Rc , Qo , Ro } in (12– 16). Subject to the assumption of Gaussian disturbances and the accuracy of the plant model, this controller will optimally minimise disturbances as specified. Note that the matlab functions written to solve (12) display its poles so that one may have an initial idea of the possible stability of the closed-loop system.
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Controller/Observer Implementation



During quarter 2, initial signal analysis was performed on data logged by the MDAS unit at a sampling rate of 10Hz. After confirming earlier propositions regarding the energy spectrum of this 16bit/sample data, decimation by factors of 10 and 20 (yielding effective sampling rates of 1Hz and 0.5Hz respectively) gave particular reduced data sets suitable for less computationally demanding analysis. As is mentioned later in the description of the trials, the MDAS unit also provided a means of checking all signals input to and output from the controllers tested in a way essentially independent from the computer systems used to implement the various algorithms tested. This proved necessary to correct some systematic programming bugs in the µVAX2. 9



A description of the complete signal paths used to implement the test controllers is relevant to assessing their performance. The existing arrangement of computers controlling and logging the milling train comprises a Network-90 (N90) system performing most of the control functions with the majority of its set points entered from either of two operator consoles. A small number of controller set points are sent to the N90 from a µVAX2 running some real time code with a scheduling resolution set to 1 cycle/second. To aid in the assessment of overall system performance, the N90 system also has various signals logged to disk storage on the µVAX2 at a rate of 1 update/minute over a 9600 baud serial link. These are the important elements of the existing system which have allowed implementation of various test algorithms. CSR engineers modified the N90 code to allow a small number of controller outputs to be asserted either by the existing internal PID algorithms or by a write to a shared memory region located within the µVAX2 running the real time code. To allow 1Hz data transfers between the shared memory on the µVAX2 and the N90 system, the communications code responsible for logging N90 variables on the µVAX2 was rescheduled to 1 update/second. Thus, it was possible to program test code in Fortran on the µVAX2 and have it drive N90 outputs. The signal paths within the N90 system are also important. The N90’s internal local area network (LAN) links subsystems such as: a multiprocessor core section which inputs analogue signals, performs A/D and D/A conversions, and computes new analogue output signals; console units which provide operator input and output for our purposes; and interfaces such as the serial communications unit which drives the N90 end of the serial link to the µVAX2. Data transfers along the LAN between the N90 core section and its serial communication interface are exception driven according to the amount of change of each individual variable. Thus, a slowly changing variable is updated across the LAN less frequently than a rapidly changing variable. For example, a sinusoid would be updated at a high sampling rate around zero crossings but at a lower rate near turning points. This magnitude-change dependent sampling rate was not included in any design analysis and would be expected to have some negative effect on overall controller performance. No attempts were made to quantify, reduce or remove this effect as doing so would have increased the LAN traffic which was already suspected to be exceeding thresholds which resulted in reduced LAN performance during periods of high plant activity such as startups and shutdowns. The N90 system’s response to this problem was to switch one console to a report mode of operation i.e. no set points could be
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changed. Fortunately, this method of gradual shutdown did not affect operation nor did it occur when one of the consoles was not fully operational. Note that the function of the multiprocessor section was not affected by these events, and that any implementations of these modern control algorithms would be located within one of the standard controller processor subsystems and hence would not be subjected to the irregular data sampling rates enforced by the LAN link. In an attempt to take into account these effects in a average sense, as well as accommodating all signal conditioning blocks within the N90 configuration that were unavoidable, all model fitting was performed on data logged by the 1 sample/second N90/µVAX2 combination since this was the system in which the controller was to be implemented. In order that the signal colouration effects mentioned earlier be minimised, data acquisition for model fitting was preferably performed with existing PID controllers online. This data was then transferred to a second µVAX2 running matlab. All design calculations in these trials were hence performed off-line using data sets of typical length 10–15 minutes. For trials at the end of the season, such periods could easily include more than 1 cane variety. As the input/output equations for the controller and state observer are merged into a single set of recursions, the real time code is easily implemented in Fortran. Note that it is indicated in [3] that, while state space analysis has been used to derive the controllers and observers used, implementation as input/output recursions based on a model in terms of output/input data should alleviate scaling and arithmetic precision difficulties. As a practical point, to simplify the selection of relative cost weights in controller design, all I/O variables have been processed in a prescaled form5 ranging from 0 . . . 100. An overview of the matlab functions is shown in Table 1. The sequence of matlab functions used in the design of 1o2i and 2o2i controllers is similar except for function form2i2o sys2. A single input/multi-output identification is first performed on chute level a2cl = f1 (a2ts, a2cf, a2tt) and turbine torque a2tt = f2 (a2ts, a2cf, a2cl) where functions {f1 , f2 } represent the relationship obtained by model fitting according to (5). Using a linear superposition technique in conjunction with an overview of a matlab method for multi-input/multi-output identification in [7], section 11.6, these two models are merged into a higher order system (see the form2i2o sys2 function source code for 5



Variable turbine torque was not specifically limited to the range 0 . . . 100 but had a nominal value of 50.
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Purpose Read µVAX2 translate files, convert from ‘flat’ form. Select interval, extract samples & remove mean. Select model order & delays. Fit model such as (5). Display model. Form composite model. Design controller. Display controller & Fortran coefficients.



1o2i loadmv



2o2i loadmv



setds



setds



setnn setnn th = pem(z2, nn); thcl = pem(z2cl, nn); thtt = pem(z2tt, nn); present(th); present(thcl); present(thtt); f orm2i2o sys2 lqg1p lqg2 sys2 presentcon pcon2



Table 1: matlab functions to manipulate data, perform identification, and design controllers (in order of use). further details). The structure of the resultant composite 2i2o system forces the model of the chute level and turbine torque to share the same poles although this is believed not to severely limit overall model reliability.
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Trials



The first trials were electric for various reasons including uncertainty regarding what an appropriate selection of Qs and Rs might be. Hence, rather ‘high’ values such as 0.5 were chosen so that controller action might be subdued. The idea behind this choice was that, since the dynamics of the plant possessed dominant time constants of the order of a few seconds, similar response on the part of the controller would give human intervention a good chance of averting possible system misbehaviour. After the first trial, it become clear that all designs had to be based on the same signals actually used in the implementation. This meant that the MDAS data logging unit which had formed the basis of earlier logging and signal analysis was assigned to tasks connected with verification.



The second design attempt (see Table 2) using N90/µVAX2 data collected under existing PID control produced what appeared to be a very reliable 1o2i chute level 12



a. at td an pl is th e se to ed ne ’t do n u Yo Figure 1: A2 Mill 24 hour trial (5 hours PID, then LQG) (AIAT2S=speed).
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Parameter Qc Rc Qo Ro



Value 1.0 0.2 1.0 0.2



Table 2: Second order model A2 chute level controller. controller. While it is not possible to perform direct comparisons of the LQG versus PID for the same bagasse, comparison of an ‘average’ nature can be performed between adjacent test periods - the assumption being that for a sufficiently large trial period, each controller will be confronted with equal quantities of material that is difficult (or easy) to crush. A typical comparison may be obtained from the trail which gave 24 hours (1440 samples) of A2 mill data shown in Figure 1. This data has been sampled at 1 sample/minute with blank sections in the traces representing “No Data” due to what were assumed to be communication problems. Figures 2 and 3 show the chute level for the first interval under PID control (295 samples) and the second interval under LQG control (295 samples). The first apparent difference is the removal of high deviations (or outliers) in the chute level6 under LQG control. Indeed, histograms of the logged chute level for these two intervals is shown in Figures 4 and 5 to highlight the improvement in maintaining tight control (here, the nominal value is 50% for the PID controller and 62.5% for the LQG controller). Since the standard deviation of chute level has been reduced through application of LQG control (with a cost function which includes chute level variation), later LQG trials continued to successfully attain a set point of 62.5% without chute overflow - an aim that PID controllers were unable to achieve during the end of season crushing period. A number of other 1o2i LQG controllers were also designed, both 2nd and 3rd order, and the 2nd order controller with a cost weighting of 0.2 achieved the best performance. It is believed that the 3rd order system’s lower performance was due to modelling errors, perhaps due to over parameterisation although this was not checked. A further advantage of LQG control is that controller action is reduced. This is not unexpected as control energy is directly included in the cost function that LQG attempts to minimise. Figures 6 and 7 show histograms of control signal excursions for LQG and PID controllers respectively, and it is clear that the PID system requires larger deviations around the nominal values. 6



Low deviations may also be caused by a break in cane supply and so are not emphasised here.
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Figure 2: A2 chute level under LQG control. A2 mill PID chute level 100 90 80 70 60 50 40 30 20 10 0 0
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Figure 3: A2 chute level under PID control. 15
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Figure 4: Histogram of A2 chute level under LQG control. Histogram of PID A2cl 40
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Figure 5: Histogram of A2 chute level under PID control. 16
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Figure 6: Histogram of A2 turbine speed under LQG control. Histogram of PID A2ts 70
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Figure 7: Histogram of A2 turbine speed under PID control. 17



The same techniques were applied to mill 3 (A side) but with almost no success. While a last minute ‘fudge’ during the final hour of crushing for 1989 did allow one 1o2i controller to be run, its performance was still so poor as to indicate that some of the sensor signals (or controller outputs) were mixed up as for some very early mill 2 tests. Following the success of the 1o2i controller applied to the control of the A side mill 2 chute level, two 2i2o controller was designed. In the first trial, it was postulated that turbine torque should be weighted greater than chute level. The main reason for this choice was that, as it was generally believed that turbine torque was directly related to crushing quality, the more consistently this was maintained the better. However, trials soon showed that this controller would maintain constant turbine torque even when chute level was perilously low — exactly as designed. Arguments based on analysis of static systems might indicate that a reduction in speed would cause an increase in torque. What is ‘static’ or constant in such arguments is the power flow or rate and direction of mechanical energy flow into the plant. However, if the plant angular speed is to decrease, there must be a decrease of energy flow into it so that its internal losses will cause the desired speed reduction. Since the rotational speed of the drive shaft cannot change instantaneously due to its inertia (or second moment of mass), there must be a reduction in torque on the drive shaft for the reduction in input mechanical energy to the plant to occur and, subsequently, a reduction in angular speed. Thus, an accurate model of the plant would reflect the fact that before any reduction in speed could be asserted, a momentary (at least) decrease in torque must be sustained. If a controller is designed that costs deviations of torque from a desired nominal value more highly than chute level deviations (and chute level variations are directly related to mill throughput i.e. speed), then sensible action to maintain some reasonable chute level is precluded. This argument might cause a designer to therefore weight chute level variations more heavily than torque variations when forming the design cost function. This approach also contains a fundamental dilemma because of the explicit interconnection of the various signals measured from the plant. As experience with the successful 1o2i chute level controller has already shown on A side mill 2, it is possible to maintain a very consistent chute level but, one must ask whether this is desirable in relation to subsequent mill units. One purpose of the chute on a milling unit is to provide buffering between the two crushing stations. Should a short time disruption occur in the input bagasse supply of an actual set of rollers, this disruption is reflected in the output rate of bagasse from
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the rollers. For a set of mills connected by a constant speed conveyor belt, that same disturbance enters the chute. If the controller directs much control energy to maintaining a constant chute level, all that is achieved is the faithful transmission of this bagasse rate disturbance from one mill unit to the next. While these arguments might have the reader wondering just what is desirable operation, it is probably true to state that determining the actual cost function weights for a single mill unit can be quite subtle. If one chooses to ignore the effects downstream of the mill under control, some particularly impressive results can be obtained. Similarly, if one chooses to believe that constant turbine torque is the most important criteria, then proper buffering of the chute level is unlikely to occur. Some form of compromise can be obtained, as the second test appeared to illustrate, but it also seems to this investigator that 2i2o control will not achieve its ultimate results until it is attempted across the full milling train.
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Conclusion



These experiments have proven the feasibility of employing modern control techniques to better control single milling unit variables such as chute levels. While demonstrating the basic methods used, the tests have not in any sense covered all the techniques available. However it must be remembered that a gradual approach has been necessary because of the uncertainty surrounding the selection of key design criteria and also because it was believed important to develop staff confidence in the various controllers used. In the wider sense, further work needs to be applied to answering the question: “How does one specify the desired outcome associated with a 2i2o milling unit controller?” Once progress is made in this direction, the broader problem of controlling a complete milling train may be addressed. A fundamental aim of this project from an ANU viewpoint has been to stimulate the use of modern control algorithms in Australian industry. It is believed that these tests are sufficiently positive to justify CSR Sugar Ltd. developing its own modern control systems expertise.
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